


Books by Release Month Go to Books by Author

January Susan Calder, Ten Days in Summer, BWL Ltd.

Benni Chisholm, Showman or Shaman, Black Opal Books

J. Thomas Dalby, Canada & Sherlock Holmes, Baker Street Irregulars - New York

F. Stone, Forbidden, Judy Weir

February Melodie Campbell, The Bootlegger's Goddaughter, Orca Book Publishers

Jamie Tremain, The Silk Shroud, Black Opal Books

March Cathy Ace, The Case of the Curious Cook, Severn House Publishers

Michael Blair, The Evil That Men Do, Linda Leith Publishing

Steve Burrows, A Shimmer of Hummingbirds, Dundurn Press

Brenda Chapman, Shallow End, Dundurn Press

Vicki Delany, Elementary, She Read, Crooked Lane Books

Sarah Fox, For Whom the Bread Rolls, Penguin Random House Canada

Bob Kroll, The Hell of it All, ECW Press

Lynn McPherson, The Girls' Weekend Murder, Black Opal Books

Linda Wiken, Roux the Day, Berkley Prime Crime

April Carolyn Arnold, Remnants, Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

Janet Brons, Measured for Murder, TouchWood Editions

Carolyn Dale, Here Be Dragons, Carrick Publishing

Vicki Delany, Blood and Belonging, Orca Book Publishers

Chris Laing, A Family Matter, Seraphim Editions

Jim Napier, Legacy, Friesen Press

Colleen Baxter Sullivan, Lil's Way, Waldorf Publishing

Iona Whishaw, Death in a Darkening Mist, TouchWood Editions

Melissa Yi, Human Remains, Windtree Press
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May Elizabeth J. Duncan, Murder Is for Keeps, St. Martin's Press

John Farrow, Perish the Day, St. Martin’s Press/Thomas Dunne Books

Patricia Filteau, Traces, Bookbaby

Joanne Guidoccio, Too Many Women in the Room, The Wild Rose Press

George Mercer, Jasper Wild, George Mercer

David A. Poulsen, Dead Air, Dundurn Press

Donna Warner and Gloria Ferris, Death's Footprint, Gloria S. Ferris

June Jill Culiner, Sad Summer in Biarritz, Club Lighthouse Publishing

Robert U. Doyle, Ghosts in the Brothel, APF Press

Don Hayward, Murder on the Goderich Local, Virtualbookworm.com

Joseph A. Lapello, Murder Lost to Time, Joseph A. Lapello

Eve Lazarus, Blood, Sweat, and Fear, Arsenal Pulp Press

Jennifer Soosar, Parent Teacher Association, Black Opal Books

Colleen Baxter Sullivan, Jaded, Waldorf Publishing

Loreth Anne White, The Drowned Girls, Montlake

T.E. Wilson, Mezcalero, Boularderie Island Press

July Linwood Barclay, Chase,  Puffin Canada

Trine Bronken, The Bloody Business of Luck, Trine Bronken

Janet Kellough, The Heart Balm Tort, Janet Kellough

Sandra Orchard, Over Maya Dead Body, Revell Publishing

Lorna Poplak, Drop Dead: A Horrible History of Hanging in Canada, 

Dundurn Press

Ilona Salley, Yesterday Is Never Gone, iUniverse

Colleen Baxter Sullivan, Yolk, Waldorf Publishing

Donna Warner and Gloria Ferris, Targeted, Amazon Digital Services

August t.g. brown, Harvest: A Josh Ingram Novel, Thriller Reads

Junie Coffey, Beachbound, Lake Union Publishing

Anna Dowdall, After the Winter, The Wild Rose Press

Gloria Ferris, Skull Garden, Gloria Ferris

Louise Penny, Glass Houses, Minotaur Books, St. Martin’s Publishing Group
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September E.C. Bell, Dying on Second, Tyche Books

Mel Bradshaw, Winner's Loss, Iguana Books

Dave Butler, Full Curl, Dundurn Press

Jen J. Danna (writing as Sara Driscoll), Before It's Too Late, Kensington Publishing

Vicki Delany, Body on Baker Street, Crooked Lane Books

Lisa de Nikolits, No Fury Like That, Inanna Publications

Barbara Fradkin, The Trickster's Lullaby, Dundurn Press

Iona Whishaw, An Old Cold Grave, TouchWood Editions

Oct0ber Carolyn Arnold, Halloween is Murder, Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

Carys Cragg, Dead Reckoning: How I Came to Meet the Man Who Murdered

My Father, Arsenal Pulp Press

Sharon A. Crawford, Beyond Faith, Blue Denim Press

Vicki Delany, White Sand Blues, Orca Rapid Reads

Anna Dowdall, The Au Pair, The Wild Rose Press

Stanley Evans, Seaweed Under Fire, Ekstasis Editions

R.J. Harlick, Purple Palette for Murder, Dundurn Press

Hilary MacLeod, Cod Only Knows, Acorn Press 

Mesdames of Mayhem, 13 Claws, Carrick Publishing

Lauren Nesbitt-Baggerman, Murder Among Thieves, Volumes

Ogilvie, Ken, Her Dark Path, Joffe Books

Garry Ryan, Matanzas, NeWest Press

Phyllis Smallman, Last Call, Phyllis Smallman

Colleen Baxter Sullivan, Gritty, Waldorf Publishing

November Carolyn Arnold, Power Struggle, Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

Linwood Barclay, Parting Shot, Doubleday Canada

Alison Bruce, Ghost Writer, Imajin Books

Jen J. Danna, Lament The Common Bones, Jen Danna

Vicki Delany, Hark the Herald Angels Slay, Penguin Random House

Marcelle Dubé, The Forsaken Man, Falcon Ridge Publishing

Elizabeth J. Duncan, Much Ado About Murder, Crooked Lane

Don Hayward, Murder on the Goderich Local, Virtualbookworm.com

Michael Kent, Blood Tail, Mezzo Publications Inc.

Michael Kent, Folded Dreams, Mezzo Publications Inc.

Wayne Kerr, Framed, Imajin Books

Debra Purdy Kong, Knock Knock, Gypsy Moon Press  

Loreth Anne White, The Lullaby Girl, Montlake

Nick Wilkshire, The Moscow Code, Dundurn Press
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December Cathy Ace, Murder Keeps No Calendar, Four Tails Publishing Ltd.

Debra Purdy Kong, A Toxic Craft, Imajin Books

Books Alphabetically by Author

Cathy Ace

The Case of the Curious Cook

Severn House Publishers

ISBN: 978-0727886682

March 2017

Hardcover $38.36

Trade paperback $20.00

eBook $15.00

Welsh TV chef, The Curious Cook, asks the WISE Enquiries Agency to take a

case involving books, the work of a recently murdered famous artist and the

books’ previous owner. Why does everything lead to a nearby old folks’ home? The WISE women are

on the case, no matter the danger.

Cathy Ace

Murder Keeps No Calendar

Four Tails Publishing Ltd.

ISBN: 978-1-7751745-0-7

December 2017

Trade paperback $19.21

eBook $7.65

There are twelve 'killer' tales in this anthology each connected with one

month of the year! These stories take you on journeys to Wales, China,

Canada, Scotland, Italy and England...where you'll meet unforgettable

characters who all have something in common - MURDER! Soak up the local

atmosphere as you consider some puzzling crimes, enjoy thrills and suspense, and take a sideways

glance at devious, dastardly deeds.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Carolyn Arnold

Halloween is Murder

Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

ISBN: 978-1-988353-61-6

October 2017

Trade paperback $16.99

eBook $1.99

Sean and Sara are set to celebrate Halloween in style and eager to invite the

entire city to visit their haunted house fund-raiser. But when their recorded

segment for a local television station goes unaired and the reporter is found

dead, Sara sets out to get answers, bringing Sean and their whole PI firm

along with her. There are more tricks than treats, however, as they try to carve out the truth.

Carolyn Arnold

Power Struggle

Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

ISBN: 978-1-988353-63-0

November 2017

eBook $7.49

Trade paperback $18.99

Hardcover $28.99

Detective Madison Knight’s latest murder case has her facing her past and

fearing her future when the victim not only is the man who killed her

grandfather but has ties to the Russian Mafia. In fact, she’s convinced that the hit man who almost

killed her ten months ago is back to finish the job.

Carolyn Arnold

Remnants

Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

ISBN: 978-1-988353-49-4

April 2017

eBook $8.21

Trade paperback $21.49

Hardcover $34.99

FBI agent and profiler Brandon Fisher and his team are called to Savannah,

Georgia, when body parts belonging to three separate victims are recovered

from the Little Ogeechee River. As the case takes one dark turn after another, Brandon finds himself

embroiled in a creepy psychological nightmare.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Linwood Barclay

Chase

Puffin Canada

ISBN 9780143198758 HC, 9780143198765 ebook

July 2017

Hardcover $18.99

eBook  $10.99

Chipper is fleeing from a sinister organization that is determined to bury the

truth about what he really is. Miles away, twelve-year-old orphan Jeff is

working at his aunt’s lakeside cabin business and missing the life he used to

have. When Chipper’s and Jeff’s paths collide, they find themselves tangled up

in the most dangerous game of chase imaginable.

Linwood Barclay

Parting Shot

Doubleday Canada

ISBN 9780385687164 TPB, 9780385687171 ebook

November 2017

Trade paperback $24.00

eBook $13.99

An entitled young man has enraged the public by driving drunk and killing a

girl. For reasons Cal Weaver can’t explain, he agrees to investigate threats

being made against the accused, tangling himself up in a vicious, complicated

revenge plot. Parting Shot is a gripping thriller packed with scandal, from

the master of the twist you never saw coming.

E.C. Bell

Dying on Second, A Marie Jenner Mystery #4

Tyche Books

September 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

eBook $4.99

Marie’s past year has been tough. She lost her apartment, and her mother, and

she’s been beaten up more times than she cares to count. She decides that

exercise will help. So, she joins a softball team.  But there’s a problem, of

course. A dead girl is hanging around second base at Marie’s first game, and

she won’t leave.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Michael Blair

The Evil That Men Do

Linda Leith Publishing

ISBN: 978-1-988130-37-8

March 2017

Trade paperback $18.95

“Charles Pearson Brandt,” Nina said, “was an independent financial advisor

who ran a Ponzi scheme for fifteen years or so. Three years ago he disappeared

with fifty million or more of his clients’ money. He’s a sociopath, of course, left

nearly a hundred mostly elderly people completely destitute."

Mel Bradshaw

Winner's Loss

Iguana Books

ISBN: 978-1-77180-219-2 

ISBN 978-1-77180-221-5 (EPUB)/ISBN 978-1-77180-220-8 (Kindle)

September 2017

Trade paperback $22.99

eBook $9.99

Nora Britton’s fatal fall from the scaffold she was working on is thought

accidental — until it transpires she was the subject of death threats.

Shenstone’s sleuthing takes him from slum to mansion, from speakeasy to laboratory to artist’s

studio. The dead Nora becomes his obsession. His list of suspects keeps lengthening as he discovers

in his city unexpectedly virulent religious and ethnic hatreds.

Trine Bronken

The Bloody Business of Luck

Trine Bronken

ISBN: 978-0-9951993-0-9

July 2016

eBook $5.37

Trade paperback $20.03

When a dismembered hand is discovered in an upscale home, reporter Rhys

Wilson is eager to connect the dots all the way to the provincial lottery. Aware

of Wilson’s fierce anti-gambling agenda, lottery manager Kate Logan brushes

off his accusations, but when the evidence does a complete one-eighty, she

has to separate truth from lies before becoming the next victim.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Janet Brons

Measured for Murder

TouchWood Editions

ISBN: 978-1-77151-222-0

April 2017

Paperback and e-book $14.95

DCI Stephen Hay of Scotland Yard is haunted by Sophie Bouchard’s unsolved

murder when a new victim is found—and the similarities between this young

woman’s death and that of Bouchard are deeply unsettling. None of the

myriad puzzle pieces fit until Inspector Liz Forsyth of the RCMP—in England

for a police training course—has a startling epiphany.

Harold Lea Brown

Deadly Invisible Enemies: Evil Resurrection

Harold Lea Brown

ISBN: 13:978-0-9938605-6-0

June 2017

Trade paperback $17.99

eBook $9.99

Kevin Albright is relocated to a foreign country, with a new identity.   Trapped

between the living and the dead, he’s a lone wolf left to fight evil global cyber

forces, and his past life demons, alone.  His unrelenting search for the truth

about what really happened to his family puts him on a collision course with

enemies from his past.

t.g. brown

Harvest: A Josh Ingram Novel

Thriller Reads

ISBN: 978-1-928029-03-8

August 2017

eBook $3.75

Stranded on a Louisiana back road, Ingram gets word that Rachael Tanner of

the FBI Special Crimes Unit is trying to reach him. There’s been trouble in

northern Minnesota, not far from where Mary Kowalski, a close friend of

Ingram, spent her formative years.  Ingram is about to enter a world of deceit

and rage where the lines between good and evil shift, while madness lurks in

the shadows . . .
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Alison Bruce

Ghost Writer

Imajin Books

ASIN: B076NBJ2BG/ISBN: 978-1772233308

November 2017

eBook $8.73

Trade paperback: $17.99 US

In her role as ghostwriter, Jen Kirby joins a Canadian Arctic expedition to

document and help solve a forty-year-old mystery involving an American

submarine station lost during the Cold War. The trouble is, there are

people—living and dead—who don't want the story told, and they’ll do

anything to stop her.

Steve Burrows

A Shimmer of Hummingbirds

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 9781459735309

March 2017

Trade paperback $15.99

An overseas birding trip puts Domenic Jejeune’s own life in danger as he

seeks answers about his brother’s crime. Meanwhile, back home, an

embittered ex-colleague threatens to derail the DCI’s career, while

another ghost from his past poses an even more serious threat to his

girlfriend Lindy.

Dave Butler

Full Curl

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 978-1-45973-903-1

September 2017

Trade paperback $14.99

Jenny Willson is a hard-edged, caustic-witted warden from Banff National Park

who considers poachers and ladder-climbing bureaucrats equally repulsive and

worthy of the same painful fate. Does keeping her promise to protect her park

from them mean crossing lines and putting her career at risk? With a growing

list of victims, Willson finds herself in a cross-border race for justice.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Susan Calder

Ten Days in Summer

BWL Ltd.

ISBN: 9781772994087

January 2017

Trade paperback $15.95

eBook $3.95

While Calgary revels in Stampede festivities, insurance adjuster Paula Savard

investigates a suspicious fire that killed a hoarder. The case turns personal

when Paula’s daughter becomes involved with a suspect. Paula digs through

the hoarder’s life. She unearths betrayal, family secrets and murder.

Melodie Campbell

The Bootlegger's Goddaughter

Orca Books

ISBN: 978-1459814134

February 2017

Trade paperback $9.99

eBook $4.99

Even old mobsters retire eventually…don’t they? When a transport truck full

of unidentified booze is hijacked, Gina and Nico work feverishly to keep the

latest bungled family caper under wraps.  But the police are closing in.  And

once again, everything points to the Holy Cannoli Retirement Home.

Brenda Chapman 

Shallow End 

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 978-1-45973-510-1, digital download: 978-1-45973-511-8,  

ebook: 978-1-45973-512-5 

March 2017 

Paperback  $14.99 

Digital $14.99 

ebook $6.99 

English teacher, mother, wife, and convicted child predator Jane Thompson

has made parole and she has a plan. Taking a minimum wage job, she begins life in the shadows

while biding her time. One month later, the bludgeoned body of the student she was found guilty of

corrupting four years earlier is found on the shores of Lake Ontario.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Benni Chisholm

Showman or Shaman

Black Opal Books

ISBN 978-1-626945-88-3

January 2017

Paperback $13.00

eBook $3.49

Everyone’s favorite amateur sleuth, Philomela Nightingale, visits her sister in

the town of Saltaire. While coping with a thieving museum volunteer and a

charlatan psychic, the two women become involved with an identity theft, a

hit-and-run car accident, and a murder. Will Philomela’s powers of

observation and intuition be strong enough for her to help the police?

Junie Coffey

Beachbound

Lake Union Publishing

ISBN: 978-1542046459

August 2017

Trade paperback $21.95

eBook $5.22

Organizing a conference for Professor Philip Putzel isn’t high on Nina Spark’s

to-do list. All she wants is to enjoy the sun and sand at her new home,

hopefully with handsome fishing guide Ted Matthews by her side. But saying

no to Philip isn’t easy, especially after a mysterious assailant tried to kill him

following his delivery of a scathing keynote address.

Carys Cragg

Dead Reckoning: How I Came to Meet the Man Who
Murdered My Father

Arsenal Pulp Press

ISBN: 9781551526973

October 2017

Trade paperback $19.95

When Carys Cragg was eleven, her father, a respected doctor, was brutally

murdered in his own home by an intruder. With gripping suspense and raw

honesty, Dead Reckoning follows one woman's determination to confront

the man who murdered her father, revealing her need for understanding and

the murderer's reluctance to tell.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Sharon A. Crawford

Beyond Faith

Blue Denim Press

ISBN: 978-1-927882-25-2

October 2017

Trade paperback $22.00

When Dana Bowman sees the redheaded nun arguing with a man on Main St.,

Thurston, Ontario and her twin Bast Overture receives an email from Eli

Foster to find her birth parents, the PIs enter a twisted scenario involving

extortion, stalking, fire, vandalism, secret adoptions, a bank robbery, assault,

and murders. Dana is attacked, suffering a concussion. Bad decisions and bad

memory could get her killed.

Jill Culiner

Sad Summer in Biarritz

Club Lighthouse Publishing

ISBN: ASIN B072JXGKBK

June 2017

eBook $4.03

Mass market paperback $11.92

The narrator hopes to change her life by moving to Biarritz; but here,

singles are lonely people, embittered by romantic failure. The artist Vinnie

promises entry into local society, but after his death, rumours circulate.

Had he really been a seducer and blackmailer, or just a loser in love?

J. Thomas Dalby

"Quick Watson, the Needle," Canada & Sherlock Holmes

Baker Street Irregulars - New York

January 2017

Hardcover $40.00US

Edited by Peter Calamai and Mark Alberstat this book features stories linking

S.H. or Doyle to Canada - contains an article by CWC member Thomas Dalby

entitled "Quick Watson, the Needle" - a not to be missed volume for Canadian

lovers of Sherlock Holmes and who among the CWC is not?

(Anthology)
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Carolyn Dale

Here Be Dragons

Carrick Publishing

ISBN: 9781772420647

April 2017

Trade paperback $12.99

When a bloodstained knife is found in the Dragon Fountain on the grounds

of Drayford Agricultural College, located on the Alberta prairies, it leads to

the discovery of a professor who has been murdered in his home. Gail and

Anton Schild are suspected since they had dinner with the professor on the

night of his murder.

Jen J. Danna (writing as Sara Driscoll)

Before It's Too Late

Kensington Publishing

ISBN: 1496704436

September 2017

Hardcover $24.00

eBook $16.00

A serial killer taunts the FBI with coded riddles that must be solved in time to

save the victims - women that all look like FBI handler Meg Jennings. Meg

and her K-9 partner, Hawk, will do whatever it takes to bring a killer to

justice, even if they have to colour outside the lines to do so.

Jen J. Danna

Lament The Common Bones

Jen Danna

ISBN: 978-1-7751578-0-9

November 2017

Trade paperback $15.99

eBook $5.99

Forensic anthropologist Dr. Matt Lowell doesn’t go looking for death. But

when one of Matt’s students suspects the skeleton hanging in a research lab

is actually from a murder victim, Matt and Trooper Leigh Abbott have no

choice but to take on the case. Matt and Leigh also uncover new evidence

behind the mysterious deliveries intended to smear the name of Leigh’s father...
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Vicki Delany

Blood and Belonging

Orca Book Publishers

ISBN: 978-1459812840

April 2017

Mass market paperback $9.99

eBook $9.99

Vacationing in Turks and Caicos, RCMP Sgt. Ray Robertson finds himself

plunged into the world of human trafficking and the problems of a tiny

country struggling to cope with a desperate wave washing up on its shores.

Vicki Delany

Body on Baker Street

Crooked Lane Books

ISBN: 978-1683312994

September 2017

Hardcover $35.00

eBook $9.99

When Renalta Van Markoff, author of the controversial Hudson and Holmes

mystery series is murdered at a book signing in the Sherlock Holmes

Bookshop and Emporium, the game is afoot and it’s up to the unusually

perceptive Gemma Doyle and her confused but ever-loyal friend Jayne Wilson

to eliminate the impossible and deduce the truth before the police arrest an innocent man.

Vicki Delany

Elementary, She Read

Crooked Lane Books

ISBN: 978-1683310969

March 2017

Hardcover $32.00

eBook $9.99

The discovery of a rare and valuable magazine in the Sherlock Holmes

Bookshop and Emporium takes the highly perceptive Gemma Doyle and her

ever-confused friend Jayne Wilson deep into the world of Sherlockania. From

national bestselling author Vicki Delany.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Vicki Delany

Hark the Herald Angels Slay

Penguin Random House Canada

ISBN: 978-0425280829

November 2017

Mass market paperback $9.99

eBook $7.99

In Rudolph, Christmas in July heralds Santa’s summer vacation, and Merry

Wilkinson, owner of Mrs. Claus’s Treasures, is looking forward to a busy

weekend. But she’s caught off guard when her ex-fiancé, Max Folger,

unexpectedly arrives with a team from a lifestyle magazine wanting to do a

feature on the July festivities.

Vicki Delany

White Sand Blues

Orca Book Publishers

ISBN: 978-1459815353

October 2017

Trade paperback $9.99

eBook $9.99

When paramedic Ashley Grant finds her boyfriend in bed with another

woman, she moves out of her house (okay, his house), quits her job and takes

a new one in a tiny Caribbean country, the Victoria and Albert Islands. Ashley

is thrown into the deep end when she arrives.

Lisa de Nikolits

No Fury Like That

Inanna Publications

ISBN: 978-1-77133-413-6

September 2017

Trade paperback $22.95

ePub eBook $9.99

PDF $9.99

Julia Redner seemed to have it all: stunning good looks, a fantastic job, and

enough money and perks to live in the style she’d grown accustomed to. But

after it all went down and she finds herself in the afterlife, Julia realizes that she didn’t have a single

friend and now has a whack of unfinished business to settle.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Anna Dowdall

After the Winter

The Wild Rose Press

ISBN: 978-1-5092-1480-8

September 2017

Mass market paperback $14.99

eBook $4.99

Rudderless after betrayal by her former fiancé, Montreal heiress Sally Ryder

discovers her dead mother had a secret life and she has an older half-sister.

Helena has written to Sally inviting her to Midwinter, an isolated estate in

Quebec. But Helena and her husband die meanwhile under disturbing

circumstances. Too curious to stay away, Sally heads for Waverley anyway.

Anna Dowdall

The Au Pair

The Wild Rose Press

ISBN: 978-1-5092-1736-6

October 2017

Trade paperback $17.50

eBook $6.00

Ashley Smeeton's trying to run her new private investigation agency despite a

cash crisis. She’s as surprised as anyone though when she agrees to take on a

summer au pair job in the Laurentians. Montreal is enduring a heat wave, and

at Columbine Lodge, occupied by the wealthy Sampsons, things are heating up

as well. Then mystery turns into murder.

Robert U. Doyle

Ghosts in the Brothel

APF Press

ISBN: 978-1-894490-40-5

June 2017

Mass market paperback $19.95

eBook $19.95

A sex worker murders a mob enforcer in a Toronto brothel. It's another

challenge for DS Tara Street, a cop born in Australia, who's got spunk, wit and

a wandering heart. More murders, sex workers with bizarre beliefs in ghosts

and a mob boss who's losing  it, all adds up to a cracker of a case.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Marcelle Dubé

The Forsaken Man

Falcon Ridge Publishing

ISBN: 978-1-987937-15-2

November 2017

eBook $6.99

Trade paperback TBA

It’s been a long, hard winter and Mendenhall Chief of Police Kate Williams

longs for a quiet Spring. With her Deputy Chief still recovering from an

attempt on his life, the detachment is short-handed. Then someone steals a

tank of valuable bull semen from a local vet and Kate’s constables scramble to

investigate, leaving her to deal with a series of thefts and escalating vandalism.

Elizabeth J. Duncan

Much Ado About Murder

Crooked Lane

ISBN: 1683313259

November 2017

Hardcover $34.31

eBook $28.86

Guest director Edmund Albright's plans to change the popular romantic

comedy alienate just about everybody associated with the production. And

when his body is discovered on his sofa with a gun in his hand, the question

is: was it murder or suicide? The police think suicide, but Charlotte isn't so

sure.

Elizabeth J. Duncan

Murder Is for Keeps

St. Martin's Press

ISBN: 1250101476

May 2017

Hardcover $26.99

Local artist Penny Brannigan has been spending her summer painting Gwrych

Castle and its surrounding landscapes. A privately owned, castellated Welsh

country house, Gwrych has been sadly neglected and is in a heartbreaking

state of disrepair. But restoration disagreements turn deadly, and Penny

discovers the body of a volunteer in what used to be an old dog kennel.
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Stanley Evans

Seaweed Under Fire

Ekstasis Editions

ISBN: 978-177171-193-7

October 2017

Trade paperback $17.95

The murder of a confidence trickster followed shortly afterwards by a ruthless

second murder, suggests that hired killers are at work. Murders pile up.

Pursuing the killers takes Coast Salish cop Silas Seaweed on a search through

Victoria's seedy night clubs and bars. Add a Coast Salish mystic who takes

Silas on a return trip to the land of the dead, and a strange black wolf that

leads Silas to a mysterious cave, and you have another suspenseful thriller.

John Farrow

Perish the Day

St. Martin’s Press/Thomas Dunne Books

ISBN: 9781250057709

May 2017

Hardcover $36.99

eBook $14.00

A co-ed is found murdered on campus, her body scarcely touched. The killer

paid meticulous attention to the aesthetics of his crime. A college custodian is

also found dead; and the body count continues. With his niece and her friends

at risk, retired detective Émile Cinq-Mars sticks his nose into the

investigation.

Gloria Ferris

Skull Garden

Gloria Ferris

ISBN: 978-0-9952248-3-4

August 2017

eBook $4.12

Trade paperback $13.71

When Bliss discovers a series of headless skeletons in abandoned burial

grounds, she sets out to find the villain responsible. But what she digs up

might put her alongside the graveyard victims she has so fiercely championed.
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Patricia Filteau

Traces, A Kate Roarty, P.I. Novel

Bookbaby

ISBN: 978-1-54390-277-8

May 2017

Trade paperback $22.99

Private investigator Kate Roarty is primed to take on the titans of the mining

business, pursuing the fouls of cybercrime. The year is 2032, and the

technological innovation she is seeking to restore to its rightful innovators is

worth billions on a planet rapidly running out of rare earth minerals required

to fuel its digital growth.

Sarah Fox

For Whom the Bread Rolls (A Pancake House Mystery)

Penguin Random House Canada (Alibi)

ISBN: 9780425285107

March 2017

eBook $5.99

Marley McKinney is enjoying life as the new owner of the Flip Side pancake

house. The only cloud on the horizon is local nuisance Ida Winkler. After

finding Ida’s dead body, Marley becomes a suspect in her murder. Clearing

her name will be a tall order, but Marley’s not about to give up.

Barbara Fradkin

The Trickster's Lullaby

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 978-1-45973-540-8

September 2017

Trade paperback $17.99

eBook $17.99

In the hope of bridging cultural divides, Amanda organizes a winter camping

trip for inner-city immigrant youth in the stunning Laurentians. Trouble

begins when two teenagers disappear: Luc, a French/English-Canadian and

Iraqi-born Yasmina. Although frantic, their parents are strangely secretive

amid suspicions of drug use and forbidden romance.
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R.M. Greenaway

Undertow

Dundurn Press

ISBN-10: 1459735587, ISBN-13: 978-1459735583

March 2017

Trade paperback $17.81

eBook $5.38

Last summer a body washed ashore in North Vancouver. Cst Dion is back

home, trying to give her a name, while newcomer Cst Leith is learning the

big-city ropes. Now the two are assigned a baffling new homicide: Why would

anyone kill a young electrician, along with wife and child? All that is left behind

is one small witness and a handful of cryptic clues.

Joanne Guidoccio

Too Many Women in the Room

The Wild Rose Press

ISBN: 978-1-5092-145

May 2017

eBook $6.67

Gilda’s life is awash with complications as she wrestles with a certain

detective’s commitment issues, two murders, and growing doubts about her

risky investment in Xenia, an innovative Greek restaurant near Sudbury,

Ontario. Frustrated, Gilda launches her own investigation and uncovers

decades-old secrets and resentments that have festered until they explode

into untimely death. Can Gilda outwit a killer bent on killing again?

R.J. Harlick

Purple Palette for Murder

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 978-1459738-65-2

October 2017

Trade paperback $17.99

eBook $8.99

Meg Harris is forced to leave the sanctuary of Three Deer Point and fly to

Yellowknife where her step-daughter lies near death and her husband is in jail

for killing a man. Convinced that the link between the attack on her

step-daughter and the murder victim is not what the police believe, Meg finds

herself racing to unravel a sordid trail of family secrets.
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Don Hayward

Murder on the Goderich Local

Virtualbookworm.com 

ISBN: 978-1621379935

November 2017

Mass market paperback $14.95

The clash of diesel and steam mixed with lust, hate, greed and fear result in

murder. The investigation by an ex-RCMP railway cop with his own agenda

leads to a bittersweet outcome.

Janet Kellough

The Heart Balm Tort

Janet Kellough

ISBN: 978-0-9937200-6-2

July 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

eBook $6.99

Preacher/detective Thaddeus Lewis investigates a case of seduction - a

so-called "heart balm tort"- that has turned into arson and murder. The last

person he expects to find in London, Canada West is his old adversary,

fraudster Clementine Elliott. He appears to be getting nowhere with the

case, until Clementine comes to his aid.

Michael Kent

Blood Tail

Mezzo Publications Inc.

ISBN: 978-0-9937131-8-7

 November 2017

Trade paperback $18.89

A Russian money-laundering operation, a psychopathic Korean playboy, a

sleazy private eye, and an international hit team are somehow connected, and

Beaudry must close the case without shooting anyone. Meanwhile, his ex-wife

has run off in his vintage muscle car, and Internal Affairs is poking around—in

other words, he’s having a normal week. Part of the Lieutenant Beaudry

mystery series.
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Michael Kent

Folded Dreams

Mezzo Publications Inc.

ISBN: 978-1-7751642-0-3

November 2017

Trade paperback $18.89

Reinstated after a suspension for a fast trigger-finger, Beaudry teams up with a

new recruit. She’s smart, full of Irish wit and has a smile warm enough to melt

titanium. As the April weather heats up so does the chemistry between the

partners. Beaudry’s no rulebook tactics gets them in the cross-hairs of a hit

squad as the body count multiplies.

Wayne Kerr

Framed

Imajin Books

ISBN: 978-1-77223-335-3

November 2017

Trade paperback $16.99

eBook $5.99

Reggie Swann wants nothing more than to clear her name and catch the

person that ruined her life.   However, before she can head back to Toronto,

Reggie promises her mother she’ll look into a local crime. Everyone in

Penticton, including Reggie Swann, believes that wealthy, hot-headed Stan

Connelly killed his wife.  All the evidence points to him, but...

Debra Purdy Kong

A Toxic Craft

Imajin Books

ISBN: B0779BG1NJ

December 2017

eBook $5.10

Evan Dunstan’s spunky grandmother is giving him major headaches. As

organizer for the seniors’ Christmas craft fair, Gran faces warring vendors

and acts of vandalism that threaten to ruin the event. When nasty knitter

Cora Riddell is knocked unconscious and her water spiked with a

hallucinogen, Gran begs Evan to find out who’s responsible before more harm

is done—or someone dies.
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Debra Purdy Kong

Knock Knock

Gypsy Moon Press

ISBN: 9780969921189

November 2017

eBook $4.99

When a home invasion kills Elsie Englehart, security officer Casey Holland is

devastated. Determined to protect other seniors on her watch, Casey escorts

an elderly man home only to find both of them under attack. Healing from

her injuries, Casey struggles to regain control of her life, despite interference

from colleagues and family, and the threat of more violence.

Bob Kroll

The Hell of it All

ECW Press

ISBN-10: 1770413383, ISBN-13: 978-1770413382

March 2017

Trade paperback $17.95

eBook $9.99

T.J. Peterson hears from a snitch about a body buried thirty years ago, the

same time a drug king pin went MIA.  Peterson is also ducking an ex-con with

a grudge, a hit man who likes playing jack-in-the-box with a twelve gauge.

Then a former lover re-enters his life and begs him to find her daughter.

Chris Laing

A Family Matter

Seraphim Editions

ISBN: 9781927079454

April 2017

Trade paperback $19.95

Max Dexter and his assistant, Isabel O'Brien, are drawn into an internal Mob

war about to explode in Hamilton when his mother returns to town.  Max

doesn't want to meet with her - why should he when she'd skipped town with

one of Rocco Perri's henchmen when Max was just a kid. 
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Joseph A. Lapello

Murder Lost to Time

Joseph A. Lapello

ISBN: 10-1548069396

June 2017

Trade paperback $15.00

This murder mystery will keep you guessing and thinking, the characters that

come to life are from Toronto's infamous "Ward " area at the turn of the 20th

century. In their struggle to escape poverty the Ontario Temperance law

provides the solution and also the criminals. The book has you pondering 

trying to unravel the plot and the misdirection of the mastermind behind it.

Those identity remained concealed for almost a 100 years.  A good read with a look back in time. 

Eve Lazarus

Blood, Sweat, and Fear

Arsenal Pulp Press

ISBN: 978-1-55152-685-0

June 2017

Trade paperback  $21.95

Vancouver Police Inspector John Vance was known internationally as

Canada’s Sherlock Holmes. He helped to solve hit-and-runs, safe-crackings,

and some of the most sensational murder cases of the 20th century. Vance

was constantly called to crime scenes and to testify in court because of his

skills in serology, toxicology, trace, ballistics, and autopsy. Vance was so

successful that in 1934 there were seven attempts on his life by criminals afraid to go up against his

science in the courtroom.

Hilary MacLeod

Cod Only Knows

Acorn Press

ISBN: 978-1-927502-91-4

October 2017

Trade paperback $22.95

Ninety-year-old Abel has gone fishing - and gone missing. Is he dead by foul

play or exposure, as Mountie Jane Jamieson suspects? Is he alive and sure to

return, as his wife Gus insists? Does Abel even exist outside Gus's memory or

imagination? Or has he been kidnapped for what he knows about the giant

codfish? Cod Only Knows.
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Lynn McPherson

The Girls' Weekend Murder

Black Opal Books

ISBN: 978-1-626946-45-3

April 2017

Trade paperback $17.95

eBook $4.00

An oceanfront estate in the beautiful New England town of Twin Oaks is the

ideal setting for Isabelle Walsh and her close-knit group of friends to

celebrate their annual girls' weekend in 1953. While off to a promising start,

the weekend goes quickly awry as murder interrupts the fun and the hostess

is accused of the shocking crime. 

George Mercer

Jasper Wild

George Mercer

ISBN: 978-0-9879754-4-7

May 2017

Trade paperback $19.99

eBook $9.99

After helping scuttle plans to slaughter Wood Buffalo National Park’s entire

bison population, park wardens Ben Matthews and Kate Jones end up in

Jasper. Distracted by rumours of a new mine on the park’s boundary, Ben

and Kate help uncover a plot to build a backcountry lodge in Jasper’s

wilderness.

Mesdames of Mayhem

13 Claws

Carrick Publishing

ISBN: 978-1-77242-069-2

October 2017

Trade paperback $14.99

eBook $7.50

The Mesdames of Mayhem, a group of established, acclaimed Canadian crime

writers, have turned to the animal kingdom for 13 Claws, their third anthology,

which also introduces stories by three talented newcomers to the genre. 13

Claws includes 17 fantastic tales (pun intended), featuring cats, dogs, dragons

and snakes! The stories range from thrillers to cozies to suspense and noir. 
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Jim Napier

Legacy

Friesen Press

ISBN 978-1-4602-9976-0

April 2017

Trade paperback $24.99

eBook $9.99

When a young woman dies in London traffic, DI Colin McDermott discovers

she has two identities — one a cause for murder.

Lauren Nesbitt-Baggerman

Murder Among Thieves

Volumes

ISBN: 978-0-9950622-0-7

October 2017

Trade paperback  $14.95

On the night police Detective Matthew Traverse was forced to resign, a

notorious thief was murdered in the Central Gem vault. The crime remained

unsolved, gems unrecovered. Years later, as Investigator for Safehouse

Security, Matthew crosses paths with the girl who knows all, just as a

familiar MO crosses his desk. Traverse must crack the case – even if it kills

him.

Ken Ogilvie

Her Dark Path

Joffe Books, London, England

ISBN: 9781979312875

October 2017

Trade paperback $15.04

eBook $2.99

Sixteen years ago, when Rebecca Bradley was eight years old, her mother was

murdered. The killer was never caught. Rebecca vowed that one day she would

track him down and make him pay. Now a police constable in Ontario, Rebecca

wants to become a homicide detective. She gets her first chance on the cold

case of a small-town woman who vanished without a trace and was later found strangled in her

home.
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Sandra Orchard

Over Maya Dead Body

Revell Publishing

ISBN: 9780800726706

July 2017

Trade paperback $14.99

FBI Special Agent Serena Jones arrives on Martha's Vineyard, ready for some

R&R. But crime doesn't take a vacation, and she's soon entangled in an

investigation of a suspicious death tied to an antiquities smuggling ring.

Louise Penny

Glass Houses

Minotaur Books, St. Martin’s Publishing Group

ISBN 9781250066190

August 2017

Hardcover $33.99

When a mysterious figure appears in Three Pines one cold November day,

Armand Gamache and the rest of the villagers are at first curious. Then wary.

Through rain and sleet, the figure stands unmoving, staring ahead. From the

moment its shadow falls over the village, Gamache, now Chief Superintendent

of the Sûreté du Québec, suspects the creature has deep roots and a dark

purpose.

Lorna Poplak

Drop Dead: A Horrible History of Hanging in Canada

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 978-1-45973-822-5

07-29-2017

Trade paperback $24.99

eBook $11.99

From Confederation in 1867 until the abolition of the death penalty in 1976,

704 people were hanged in Canada. Take a journey through notable cases in

Canada's criminal justice history, featuring well-known and some

less-well-known figures from the past. Along the way, learn about the

mathematics and physics behind hangings, as well as disturbing facts about wrongful convictions

and bungled executions.
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David A. Poulsen

Dead Air

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 9781459736689

May 2017

Trade paperback $17.99

Ex-cop turned private detective Mike Cobb and crime journalist Adam Cullen

are hired to protect a right-wing radio personality. When an associate turns up

dead, the broadcaster is charged with murder.  To prove their client's

innocence, Cullen and Cobb are thrust into a world of deceit and death.

Garry Ryan

Matanzas

NeWest Press

ISBN: 978-1-988732-0

October 2017

Trade paperback $18.95

eBook $8.06

Detective Lane flies to Cuba to celebrate the wedding of his beloved niece.

While there, though, he finds himself drafted by the local police into

investigating the murder of a Canadian tourist. Upon his return to Calgary,

links between this incident and the deaths of local elderly pensioners start to

make themselves known, drawing Lane and his partner Nigel Li further into a web of conspiracy,

politics and big money.

Ilona Salley

Yesterday Is Never Gone

iUniverse

ISBN: 978-1-5320-2444-3

July 2017

Trade paperback $19.95

eBook $3.95

Niki is no stranger to horrific personal challenges. Although her secrets have

always been carefully cloaked from others, they have shaped her personality

more than she would like to admit. She embarks on a quest where she

encounters difficult decisions, threatening mobsters, near-death experiences,

and romance. Yet nothing deters her from reaching her goal.
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Phyllis Smallman

Last Call

Phyllis Smallman

ISBN: 9780992053680

October 2017

Trade paperback $14.99

eBook $8.99

Down in Key West, Sherri Travis and her best friend Marley are looking for a

little fun in the sun. Promising to be back for last call, Marley leaves the

Rawhide Saloon with an Elvis impersonator. She doesn’t return. With

Hurricane Alma turning toward Key West, Sherri and Lexi Divine, a six-foot

tall drag queen, hunt for Marley amidst the chaos of the evacuation.

Caro Soles

A Friend of Mr. Nijinsky

Crossroad Press

ISBN: 978-1946025050

May 2017

Trade paperback $23.00

eBook $6.65

In April 1916, Morgan Vanheusen braves his father’s wrath by helping the

notorious Nijinsky escape from his family’s charity event where he was

dancing.  A friendship develops and Morgan is unwittingly drawn into a web

of crime.

Jennifer Soosar

Parent Teacher Association

Black Opal Books

ISBN: 978-1-626946-91-0

June 2017

Trade paperback $10.99

eBook $3.99

Fresh out of a mental hospital, Lizanne Demeter is thrilled when she’s hired

as a schoolteacher in a backwater town. But hopes for a peaceful life are

ruined when ‘helicopter mom’ Naomi pushes Lizanne to the brink. As Lizanne

unravels the secret behind Naomi’s agenda, deadly clues emerge. With her life

teetering on chaos, Lizanne risks everything to expose the truth.
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F. Stone

Forbidden

Judy Weir

ISBN: 978-0-9951509-1-1

January 2017

eBook $3.99

Trade paperback $16.99

Police captain Sharif, a Muslim, becomes the reluctant keeper of his city’s

bloody secret – and the unfortunate witness, Eliza MacKay. Corruption

threatens Sharif’s resolve to see justice served. When he discovers the

shocking truth, he and MacKay become the targets of a ruthless killer.

Desperate to save Eliza, Sharif plots an act most forbidden and fatal.

Colleen Baxter Sullivan

Gritty

Waldorf Publishing

ISBN: 978-1-944784-46-1

October 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

Who would know that when Adam Garwood took a detour through a Montreal

Alley, he would meet up with Gritty, a very complex character, taking up

residence in a box?  Adam would soon become lost in defending Gritty, being

himself victimized with this homeless man’s lies and past associations. If you

want a novel filled with murder, crime, intriguing characters, and plotting at its

best, read Gritty, Adam Garwood’s latest novel.

Colleen Baxter Sullivan

Jaded

Waldorf Publishing

ISBN: 978-1-68419-415-5

June 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

eBook $9.99

As a sequel to Lil’s Way, Jaded takes you to a new level of intrigue and thrills.

Delve into this world of deceit and family drama leading to murder. Many

twists and turns, both exploring Lil’s past and her present mental state, will be

the focus of her release. This is truly a novel of mystery and suspense. A must

read cliffhanger! 
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Colleen Baxter Sullivan

Lil's Way

Waldorf Publishing

ISBN: 978-1-68419-414-8

April 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

Lil suffers from Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID). Doctor Miller feels that

based on her history and the knowledge obtained through this case study there

might be a glimmer of hope for her release. Lil brings us back to her early years

and the abuse suffered at the hand of her parents. Her great love for the city

takes us on a wonderful journey.

Colleen Baxter Sullivan

Yolk

Waldorf Publishing

ISBN: 978-1-944784-07-2

July 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

Yolk is a fun, fast-paced, but ultimately suspense-filled novel filled with

complex characters and a mystery that unfolds in an exciting way. Adam is a

detective with a difference, and you can't help but fall in love with him and his

view of the world, as he tries to solve a 20 year old cold case. 

Jamie Tremain

The Silk Shroud

Black Opal Books

ISBN Paperback 1626946175/e-book  978-1626946170

February 2017

Paperback $17.67 CDN

Kindle $3.91 CDN

PI Dorothy Dennehy, hired by former intelligence operative Paul Webster,

investigates unethical business dealings threatening his company. Industrial

espionage and art smuggling have Dorothy and Paul working to unravel the

puzzle while dodging kidnap and murder attempts. Risks intensify when a

body is discovered in a condition which perplexes the local coroner. Will there be another victim?
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Donna Warner and Gloria Ferris

Death’s Footprint (Blair & Piermont Crime Thriller Series)

Gloria S. Ferris

ISBN: 978-0-9952248-4-1

May 2017

Paperback $8.98

Kindle $2.65

They call him Dr. Death. Lucas Stride’s Death’s Reality lectures dictate one

never knows when the Grim Reaper will appear. Lucas’s life is threatened.

Toronto cop, Jordan Blair, arrives in Quebec for a tryst with P.I. Darcy

Piermont. Plans derail after Darcy must search for the missing professor and

uncovers a series of crimes concluding with the reality of — death.

Donna Warner and Gloria Ferris

Targeted

Gloria S. Ferris

Kindle ISBN: 978-0-9952248-8-9

ePub ISBN: 978-0-9952248-8-9

Paperback ISBN: 978-0-9952248-6-5

July 2017

eBook $0.99

Trade paperback TBA

They wanted a relaxing Caribbean vacation. Instead, they must fight for their

lives...

R.W. Wells

The Saint and the Soul Slayer

D.J. McKay

ISBN: 978-0-9950072-0-8

January 2017

Mass market paperback $20.00

This an exhilarating, fantastic tale that introduces multi-layered character,

Xavier O'Malley, a Canadian police officer. The story takes place in a large,

Western Canadian city near the Rocky Mountains. It is a story of beginnings,

journeys, and love found & lost. It is steeped in the culture and ancient lore of

The People, and laced with the author's black humour.
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Iona Whishaw

An Old Cold Grave

TouchWood Editions

ISBN: 978-1-77151-240-4

September 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

When the bones of a small woman or child are found in the root cellar of one

of Lane Winslow's respectable elderly neighbours, Inspector Darling asks

Lane to dig into the history of King's Cove to discover the secret of this 36

year old cold case. What she learns upends the community and puts her in

grave danger.

Iona Whishaw

Death in a Darkening Mist

TouchWood Editions

ISBN: 978-1-77151-171-1

April 2017

Trade paperback $16.95

Lane Winslow, using her command of Russian, works again with inspector

Darling of the Nelson Police to solve the murder of a mysterious  and

reclusive Russian man, putting herself unwittingly into the deadly hands of

the killer himself.

Loreth Anne White

The Drowned Girls

Montlake

ISBN: 978-1503941212

June 2017

Mass market paperback $9.17

eBook $4.77

As a member of the sex crimes unit, Detective Angie Pallorino is intimately

acquainted with the dark side of desire. Attempting to break into the elite

homicide division, she confronts not only killers but her own issues with sex,

control, trust, and intimacy. And when buried secrets in her past emerge, they

threaten to derail both her professional ambitions and her developing relationship with a fellow

detective.
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Loreth Anne White

The Lullaby Girl

Montlake

ISBN: 978-1542047975

November 2017

Trade paperback $18.95

eBook $6.43

Audio Book $14.99

Detective Angie Pallorino took down a serial killer permanently and,

according to her superiors, with excessive force. Benched on a desk

assignment for 12 months, Angie struggles to maintain her sense of identity. Then a decades-old cold

case washes ashore, and Angie is pulled into an investigation that becomes deeply personal.

Linda Wiken

Roux the Day

Berkley Prime Crime (Penguin Random House)

ISBN: 987-0425278222

March 2017

Mass market paperback $10.99

eBook $8.99

J.J. Tanner loves planning events, like the fundraising Casino Night Dinner

Cruise. What she hadn’t planned on was murder.  J.J. and her foodie friends,

the Culinary Capers, set out to save one of their own. And P.I. Ty Devine has

her back, but his intentions may be more personal than professional. Which is

good, because the killer also has designs on J.J.

Nick Wilkshire

The Moscow Code

Dundurn Press

ISBN: 978-1-45973-714

November 2017

Trade paperback $15.99

eBook $6.99

Ottawa bureaucrat-turned-diplomat Charlie Hillier is back. Having barely

survived his first posting in Havana, he is eager to put what he learned there to

good use. And it isn’t long before Charlie is working a fresh case — a technical

writer from Toronto in jail on dubious drug charges. Suddenly, the truth is less

important than getting out of Russia alive.
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T.E. Wilson

Mezcalero

Boularderie Island Press

ISBN: 978-1-926448-20-6

June 2017

Trade paperback $19.95

Long before he became a private detective, Ernesto Sánchez and his family fled

Mexico City to escape the family business — moving cocaine for the cartels. As

a teenager he adapted well to his new home in Canada. But adulthood brought

some changes. Like shedding his birth gender and the name Cristina to

become a tough cop with a five-o’clock shadow.

Melissa Yi

Human Remains

Windtree Press

ISBN: 978-1-927341-69-8

April 2017

Trade paperback $19.99

eBook $5.99

When Dr. Hope Sze retreats to an Ottawa stem cell lab for a peaceful month

of research, she discovers a dead man in the snow—only the first in a series of

corpses, both at home and around the globe. This time, the killer knows no

borders and no conscience.
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